


The Trail takes parts of Psalm 91, often thought of as a reflection
of safety, and adventures through the verses, exploring the
world around us and what God may be saying in our community.
You may want to read through this before or at the end of your
wander or as part of a reflection at home.

Psalm 91
Whoever dwells in the shelter of the Most High will rest in the shadow of the 
Almighty.
2 I will say of the LORD, “He is my refuge and my fortress, my God, in whom I 
trust.”
3 Surely he will save you from the fowler’s snare and from the deadly 
pestilence.
4 He will cover you with his feathers, and under his wings you will find 
refuge; his faithfulness will be your shield and rampart.
5 You will not fear the terror of night, nor the arrow that flies by day,
6 nor the pestilence that stalks in the darkness, nor the plague that destroys 
at midday.
7 A thousand may fall at your side, ten thousand at your right hand, but it will 
not come near you.
8 You will only observe with your eyes and see the punishment of the 
wicked.
9 If you say, “The LORD is my refuge,” and you make the Most High your 
dwelling,
10 no harm will overtake you, no disaster will come near your tent.
11 For he will command his angels concerning you to guard you in all your 
ways;
12 they will lift you up in their hands, so that you will not strike your foot 
against a stone.
13 You will tread on the lion and the cobra; you will trample the great lion 
and the serpent.
14 “Because he loves me,” says the LORD, “I will rescue him; I will protect him, 
for he acknowledges my name.
15 He will call on me, and I will answer him; I will be with him in trouble, I will 
deliver him and honor him.
16 With long life I will satisfy him and show him my salvation.”

(New International Version)

1-13 You who sit down in the High God’s presence, spend the night in 
Shaddai’s shadow,
Say this: “GOD, you’re my refuge. I trust in you and I’m safe!”
That’s right—he rescues you from hidden traps, shields you from 
deadly hazards.
His huge outstretched arms protect you—
under them you’re perfectly safe; his arms fend off all harm.
Fear nothing—not wild wolves in the night, not flying arrows in the 
day,
Not disease that prowls through the darkness, not disaster that erupts 
at high noon.
Even though others succumb all around, drop like flies right and left, 
no harm will even graze you.
You’ll stand untouched, watch it all from a distance, watch the wicked 
turn into corpses.
Yes, because GOD’s your refuge, the High God your very own home,
Evil can’t get close to you, harm can’t get through the door.
He ordered his angels to guard you wherever you go.
If you stumble, they’ll catch you; their job is to keep you from falling.
You’ll walk unharmed among lions and snakes, and kick young lions 
and serpents from the path.
14-16 “If you’ll hold on to me for dear life,” says GOD, “I’ll get you out of 
any trouble.
I’ll give you the best of care if you’ll only get to know and trust me. 
Call me and I’ll answer, be at your side in bad times;
I’ll rescue you, then throw you a party.
I’ll give you a long life, give you a long drink of salvation!”

(The Message Version)



This trail is designed as a Light Trail, ideally to be done at dusk or by torch light.  This adds to the fun, adventure but 
also draws us into noticing as we need to look harder and as  things look different in the dark.

There are obvious risks associated with having less light on a wander and you should make sure you complete an 
appropriate risk/benefit assessment (an example is included).  Ideally select a route that is not totally secluded or 
unlit to minimize risk of trips and falls – we don’t want people to get injured.  

Why Walk at Dusk?
The evening light holds within it the sense of nature closing, ending and preparing for rest – this in itself changes the 
atmosphere of our walk and often people will automatically set on a slower pace.  At this time in society this can 
often offer opportunity for reflection on the closing and ending of things, for some people a real sense of lament, for 
others the familiar feel of darkness closing in.  Walking in this can provide a comfort and reassurance that a new day 
will come, light may be leaving but all is not empty.

The change in our vision also can amplify our other senses that we don’t rely on so much and the awareness of the 
smells around us, the sounds from the world and nature often become more noticeable.  This is wonderful for a 
wander as offers that deeper nature connection that helps with our wellbeing and sense of belonging. 

Whilst the dark can be that metaphor for depression or difficulty there is within the darkness of night a world active, 
busy and with a message to share with us.  Having time to wander in less light shows us a different side that we may 
not notice tucked inside our home, with the TV on or the bedtime routines.  Suddenly we notice the animals 
scurrying, we see that as some flowers close their petals to sleep others lift their heads to the moonlight.  We can 
notice the changing phases of the moon or the bright stars and planets, thousands of miles away and yet bringing a 
sparkle to where we are.  The wonder of the night time is not an overwhelming, encompassing darkness but a 
fantastical place of adventure and mystery.













As you wander can you find these 7 items that connect to the Psalm?
Collect them and take them home with you, later take a look at them again.  Do any of them 

remind you of anything?

EXTRA :
Can you find 5 different 

coloured leaves?

Can you see 
the moon?

Can you notice 5 
different smells?

I wonder if God rests? I wonder if God feels 
near?

I wonder if God can 
see in the dark?

I wonder if there are 
angels in this place?

I wonder if God can 
hear you?

I wonder how you know 
God cares for you?



QR Codes
Simply print off, cut out and display the QR Code. Anyone with a smartphone or QR
reader scans the code and it will take them directly to the connected webpage with
the Light Stop and Activities.





Shadow Painting
You could line up some toys or
some leaves and then draw
around the shadow they make on
some paper or with chalk on the
ground if you have some.

Grab some blankets or climb under the table and build a
shelter. As you sit in your den, read through the Psalm (maybe
by torchlight).

Can you find a space just to sit 

still?  If you find your mind 

wandering try to listen to what is 

around you, what can you hear, 

what do you notice, can you hear 

your own breath? 

Traditionally farmers would rotate their fields or crops each year so that the land had a chance to 

rest from growing and producing.  I wonder if there are spaces around you that need rest?

One of the best things about torches 
is making shadow patterns.  What 
can you make with your hands?  
What shadows can you form from 
things around you?





Make a brick using mud and straw 
or finely ripped paper.  Mold this 
into a recycled plastic box (such as a 
margarine tub).  You will need to 
leave it for a few days to dry out!

Make or write a thank you
card to someone who has
taken care of you.

Over the past two years many people have recognised the amazing work 

of the emergency services.  People who work to take care of others.  Who 

are the people you are grateful for or who have taken care of you?

Write chalk messages on a 
pavement of encouragement 

or hope.

Build a fortress 
using items from 
the recycle bin.





If you have some large pieces of 

card from a box, or paper you 

could try and make some wings.  

Or even gather some leaves 

and twigs to 

make some 

natural fairy 

wings.

Martin Luther King said 
“Peace is not the absence of conflict , but the existence of justice for all people.” 

Do you see justice for everyone in your community?  
What might that look like or feel like?

Can you find some
sticks and make arrows
from them, you could
just use paper for the
flight and
head.

Can you do some funny walks?

What might you walk like if you were

angry, happy, if you were creeping

up or making a grand entrance?





Stone Painting
Can you find some larger stones or 
pebbles?  Take care not to damage 
the space or take a bugs hiding hole.
You could paint or write on these –
perhaps a word about safety, home, 
belonging, refuge or 
encouragement.
You could also invite people to paint 
their house on the rock and then 
put them together to 
make an image of 
your community.

Have you ever met someone who needed a safe place to stay? 
In 2018, 71 million people were forcibly displaced around the world. 

25.9 million of those are refugees.
37,000 people are forcibly displaced every day as a result of conflict/ persecution.

Refugees and asylum seekers are people with lives and stories, they often are in this country hoping for 
something more – safety, security, opportunity.  How could you welcome someone from another place?

Handprints 
if you are doing this as part of an 
activity you could have a 
station/space where people add their 
hand print onto an old sheet or large 
piece of paper.  

This could be using watered down 
mud, paint or just draw around if 
people don’t want to get too messy!

Angels for the Pathway 

Can you make some angel shapes 
from card or foil and hang them 
along your route.  You could write 
encouraging messages on them.





Make a Wind Twirler Snake

Use a piece of paper or a large leaf 
and cut in a spiral pattern from the 
outside to the centre.  Put a hole in 
the central piece and add some 
string.  When you hold it up this will 
create a spiral which will twirl in the 
wind. 

Have you ever met someone who needed a safe place to stay? 
In 2018, 71 million people were forcibly displaced around the world. 

25.9 million of those are refugees.
37,000 people are forcibly displaced every day as a result of conflict/ persecution.

Refugees and asylum seekers are people with lives and stories, they often are in this country hoping for 
something more – safety, security, opportunity.  How could you welcome someone from another place?

MAKE A FOOTPRINT PICTURE

Take your shoes off or use some 
muddy ones to add to a piece of 
paper or sheet.  This can be a 
group activity or individual.  

It is quite easy to make a heart 
shape using your heels together.

Go On A Bug Hunt

Sometimes people are afraid of 
bugs whilst others love to hug a 
worm or feel a spider climbing on 
them.  Looking for bugs can get 
over that fear as you look for 
different types.

Find a magnifying glass and take a 
good look at the ground. 

What can you see?  What do you 
discover?





Listening Walk

You could make a list or just go for a wander

listening for things. You may set a target of five

things or ten or listen to see if you can hear

certain things such as a car engine, the wind, an

animal, footsteps

Wind Chimes

Find some items – leaves, twigs,
pinecones, acorns. You can tie
these onto a branch with some
string and then listen as the items
flutter and clink in the wind.
You could also use things from the
recycling like wrappers, lids,
packets

Seed Picture

Can you find some seeds from a wander and make a

portrait of yourself. It may be acorns, leaves, pips.

You could even make a picture together with a group,

all adding pieces together.

Can you think of people who may be crying out for help?

Who might need help in your community?

What might help look like?





A torchlight wander of discovery

Light Trail



6 Part Wondering Trail
(Light Stops)

There are six parts that can be
used as a trail or as individual
wandering reflections.

Treasure Sheet
(Collect)

There are some items to collect as you
wander. These can be taken home and
used as further reflection or shared with
someone not able to go on a wander.

6 Activity Sheets

For each stop there is an extra
page of ideas of activities that
link to the theme.

Window Sheet
For use around streets or a neighbourhood,
these sheets can be given to people to use as
a theme for their window.

QR Codes

Each stop has a QR code that can be
used by any smartphone or device with
a reader on it. This saves the need for
printing or displaying papers.

WHAT’S 
INCLUDED



Collect & Reflect

As you wander can you find these 7 items that connect to the Psalm?
Collect them and take them home with you, later take a look at them 
again.  Do any of them remind you of anything?

EXTRA :
Can you find 5 different 

coloured leaves?

Can you see the moon?

Can you see 
someone else's’ 
footprints?

Can you notice 5 different smells?



Rest

Safe

Light Trail Map
You can follow the map in any order, taking as long as you like to 

wonder.  There is not a problem if you are particularly thinking 
about one of the stops more than others.

Peace

Refuge

Rescue

ListenThis trail is designed as a Light Trail, ideally to be done at dusk or 
by torch light.  This adds to the fun and adventure but also draws 

us into noticing as we need to look harder at things that seem 
different in the dark.

Start the route wherever you like, it will take you in a circle.  
There are QR codes at each Light Stop, scan them to find the 

activities for that stop.  Enjoy using the Collect and Reflect sheet 
as you travel between Light stops.



QR Codes Simply print, cut and display the codes which will take anyone

who scans them straight to the Light Stop image on the website.



I wish I was home
(Year 6 Refugee in a Birmingham School)

I remember a taste when I was small’, ice cream, 
sweets, cakes, plate of food, so yummy.

I remember a place when I was small, parks, 
seaside and ice-skating, movies and restaurants.

I don’t know if its true.

I remember a sound when I was small,
Song, rhythm, talking, laughing, birds singing, how 
wonderful.

I wish it would happen again.

Police took my mum and dad away, 
I ran away with my bag with pictures and clothes 
a little bit of food.
Flames, bombs, shouting screaming and shooting 
of bullets,

I wish I was home.

This is a stock im
age.

This poem
 relates to m

any of the ideas w
ithin the trail and m

ay be 
helpful w

ithin a school or a church setting for a child to read.  This 
offers another approach for reflection.



ççYou who sit down in the High God’s 

presence, spend the night in the 

Almighty’s shadow.

(Psalm 91:1)

Can you see any shadows as you walk?

Can you find a tree or bush and pause for a moment.

As you stand beneath or beside it, what do you hear?

Can you feel rest around you?

As the leaves are falling, is the tree able to rest?

I wonder if God rests?
Can you 

see anything 
sheltering?

Can you find a stick?



Rest



Activities

One of th
e best 

things a
bout to

rches is
 m

akin
g 

shadow patte
rns.  

What c
an yo

u m
ake

 w
ith

 yo
ur 

hands? 
 W

hat s
hadows c

an yo
u fo

rm
 fro

m th
ings 

around yo
u? Shadow Painting.

You could line up some toys or 
some leaves and then draw around 
the shadow they make on some 
paper or with chalk on the ground 
if you have some.

Grab some blankets or climb under the table and
build a shelter. As you sit in your den, read
through the Psalm (maybe by torchlight).

Can you find a space just to
sit still? If you find your
mind wandering try to
listen to what is around
you, what can you hear,
what do you notice, can
you hear your own breath?

Traditionally farmers would rotate their fields or crops each year so that the 

land had a chance to rest from growing and producing.  I wonder if there 

are spaces around you that need rest?



ççSay this: “God you’re my 

refuge.  I trust in you 

and I’m safe!”

Psalm 91:2

I wonder if God feels near?

Can you find a dry leaf?

Can you see dark places?

What is the strongest thing you can see?

C
an you see anything that looks safe?

Can you see places of safety?

Can the darkness offer comfort?



safe



Activities

Over the past two years many people have recognised the amazing work 

of the emergency services.  People who work to take care of others.  Who 

are the people you are grateful for or who have taken care of you?

Make or write a thank
you card to someone
who has taken care of
you.

Make a brick using mud and straw 
or finely ripped paper.  Mold this 
into a recycled plastic box (such 
as a margarine tub).  You will 
need to leave it for a few days 
to dry out!Build a fortress using items 

from the recycle bin.

Write chalk messages on a pavement of 

encouragement or hope.



ççHe will cover you with his feathers, and 

under his wings you can hide.  His truth will 

be your shield and protection.

Psalm 91:4

Have you ever been afraid in the night?

Ca
n 
yo
u 
fin

d 
a 
fe
ath

er?

Can you see places of refuge?

I wonder if God can 
see in the dark?

What are you afraid of?

What looks different at night?

How
 has God help you w

hen you are afraid?

Can you see the stars?

Even in the daytime the stars are
still in the sky, we just can’t see
them! Are there things you
can’t see but know are still
there?



Peace



Activities
Can you find some

sticks and make arrows

from them, you could

just use paper for the

flight and head. Can you do some funny walks? What might you

walk like if you were angry, happy, if you were

creeping up or making a grand entrance?

If you have some large pieces of card from 
a box, or paper you could try and make 
some wings.  Or even gather some leaves 
and twigs to make some natural fairy 
wings.

Martin Luther King said 

“Peace is not the absence of conflict , but the existence of 

justice for all people.” 

Do you see justice for everyone in your community?  

What might that look like or feel like?



çç

Yes, because God’s your refuge, 

the High God your very own home

Evil can’t get close to you, 

harm can’t get through the door.

He ordered his angels to guard you wherever you go.

If you stumble, they’ll catch you; their job is to keep 

you from falling.
Psalm 91:9-12

I wonder if 
there are angels 

in this place?

Can you see anything that needs guarding?
How do we know that God is watching over us?

Can you find a stone?

Can you see anything shiny?

Can you see anything extraordinary?



Refuge



Activities
Stone Painting

Can you find some larger stones or pebbles?  Take care not to 
damage the space or take a bugs hiding hole.

You could paint or write on these – perhaps a word about 
safety, home, belonging, refuge or encouragement.

You could also invite people to paint their house on the rock 
and then put them together to make an image of your 

community.

Angels for the Pathway –

Can you make some angel 

shapes from card or foil and 

hang them along your route.  

You could write encouraging 

messages on them.

Hand prints – if you are doing this as part of an activity you 

could have a station/space where people add their hand print 

onto an old sheet or large piece of paper.  This could be using 

watered down mud, paint or just draw around if people don’t 

want to get too messy!

Have you ever met someone who needed a safe place to stay? 
In 2018, 71 million people were forcibly displaced around the world. 

25.9 million of those are refugees.
37,000 people are forcibly displaced every day as a result of conflict/ persecution.

Refugees and asylum seekers are people with lives and stories, they often 
are in this country hoping for something more – safety, security, 

opportunity.  How could you welcome someone from another place?



çç

You’ll walk unharmed among lions 

and snakes, and kick young lions and 

serpents from the path.  “If you’ll 

hold on to me for dear life,” says God, 

“I’ll get you out of any trouble.  I’ll 

give you the best of care if you’ll only 

get to know and trust me.”

Psalm 91:13 & 14

Where do you need God’s help?

I wonder if God’s 
name is special?

What is beneath your feet?

Can you find 

ang footprints?

How do you know God cares for you?

Have you had a 

‘narrow miss’?



Rescue



Activities Make a Wind Twirler Snake

Use a piece of paper or a large leaf 
and cut in a spiral pattern from the 
outside to the centre.  Put a hole 
in the central piece and add some 
string.  When you hold it up this 
will create a spiral which will twirl 
in the wind. MAKE A FOOTPRINT PICTURE

Take your shoes off or use some muddy 
ones to add to a piece of paper or sheet.  
This can be a group activity or individual.  

It is quite easy to make a heart shape 
using your heels together.

Go On A Bug Hunt

Sometimes people are afraid 
of bugs whilst others love to 
hug a worm or feel a spider 
climbing on them.  Looking for 
bugs can get over that fear as 
you look for different types.

Find a magnifying glass and take a good look at the ground. 
What can you see?  What do you discover?

There are over 1 MILLION animals and plants at risk of extinction in 

the next few decades due to the impact of humans.  Pollution, 

climate change and over-fishing are all adding to the problem.  How 

could you reduce the amount of pollution in your community?



çç
15 He will call on me, and I will answer him;

I will be with him in trouble,

I will deliver him and honor him.

16 With long life I will satisfy him

and show him my salvation.”

I wonder if God 

can hear you?

Can you see things in trouble?

What c
an you hear?

Can you see anything 

that has been saved?

Can you see anything old and something new?

Can
 yo

u f
ind

 an
 

aco
rn 

or 
a s

eed
?

Can you see lights that make you feel happy?

Can you see lights that make 

you feel safe or comforted?



Listen



Activities
Wind Chimes

Find some items – leaves, twigs, pinecones, acorns.

You can tie these onto a branch with some string and

then listen as the items flutter and clink in the wind.

You could also use things from the recycling like

wrappers, lids, packets.

Can you think of people who may be crying out for help?

Who might need help in your community?

What might help look like?

Listening Walk

You could make a list or just go for a wander

listening for things. You may set a target of

five things or ten or listen to see if you can

hear certain things such as a car engine, the

wind, an animal, footsteps.

Seed Picture

Can you find some seeds from a wander and make a portrait of
yourself. It may be acorns, leaves, pips. You could even make a
picture together with a group, all adding pieces together.




